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President’s Message 
 
Marc Tremblay 
MTremblay@wvschools.ca 
 

 
 
Hello ELL teachers  

 
Welcome to another edition of BC TESOL!  As we prepare for 
another spring, our lives just seem to get busier.  First term is 
behind us and another set of assessments are due very shortly.  
Time flies when you can leave the school and it’s still light.   
 
Over the past few months, we have witnessed the unfolding of 
the worst humanitarian crisis the world has seen in decades.  
Millions of people have been displaced since tensions erupted 
into conflict in Syria over four years ago. The United Nations 
has estimated there may be as many as 4.27 million Syrian 
refugees by the end of this year. 

Many of these refugees are currently living in Jordan and 
Lebanon, where WUSC has been working to provide Syrian 
youth with a chance to build a brighter future in Canada. Over 
the past couple of years, we have seen refugee camps in the 
region that are increasingly overflowing and overwhelmed. 
The need to support Syrian youth is urgent - and growing. 
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President’s Message continued… 

 
When youth are provided the opportunity to continue their 

studies, the impact extends far beyond that individual; they 

provide their families with hope. By having a better 

present and a more promising future, these students are 

empowered to support and even sponsor their families 

themselves.  We need to create a classroom where 

activities will provide our students the power and potential 

to change lives in their own families and their home 

communities. With a continued increase in refugee 

resettlement, ELL educators have a unique opportunity to 

help educate our mainstream students and families about 

newly arriving refugees, develop cultural understanding 

and acceptance, and smooth the transition for both refugees 

and mainstream students. 

While there are many opportunities during the course of a 

day in a language-rich classroom environment for language 

learning, merely being exposed to or engaged in activities 

in English is not sufficient enough to assure the 

development of full academic language proficiency.  

Limited-English proficient students must receive explicit 

instruction in language that is differentiated based on their 

English language proficiency level. Effective English 

language development actively develops competence in the 

functions [how to use the language, e.g., asking questions, 

giving your opinions], forms [grammatical features of 

language, e.g., plurals, past tense, etc.] and vocabulary of 

English; it provides many opportunities to develop oral and 

written fluency as well.  Developing English Language 

Learners’ language is crucial to supporting their overall 

literacy development.  

I would like to end by thanking the members of the BC 

TESOL Executive who have continued to work so hard to 

keep this professional body moving forward.  Their 

dedication has been the backbone of the organization since 

the PSA was first formed in 1989 and they deserve our 

sincere gratitude.    
Also I want to encourage you to network with ELL 

teachers across the province.  It is good to know that your 

BC TESOL Executive advocates for and provides all 

teachers with valuable support - support needed to help 

build effective teacher capacity in the day-to-day activities 

of the classroom and professional support in the form of 

journals, newsletters and conferences. 

 

And remember: 
     Together We’re Better! 

Marc Tremblay 

Marc has been teaching in West Vancouver for 33 years.  He has 

taught French Immersion grades 3-7 at Ecole Pauline Johnson 

where once he served as a Vice-Principal.  He is specialized in 

ELL, Gifted Education, and Physical Education.  He has taught 

high and low incidence children as the resource teacher. 

Currently he teaches at Irwin Park Elementary     

mtremblay@wvschools.ca 
 

 

 
. 

 

 
BC TESOL Vision Tour  
Vision Tour is the opportunity to hear from members 
across our vast province and the ever-changing work 
they do in their efforts to support their English [as an 
additional] Language Learners [ELLs].  As in the past, 
your PSA wants to ensure that our members have 
access to both human and material resources to 
support the teaching of ELL.  Vision Tour differs from 
Vision Day as it is no longer the members coming to 
the Executive, but instead the Executive extending 
itself to its members.  We have created the beginnings 
of a resource directory.  Members of the Executive as 
well as other ELL trained specialist teachers have 
outlined potential sessions they are willing to present 
in your school/district to provide professional 
development tailored to your needs.  Rather than 
guess what you might need in your particular area, we 
are willing to tailor a session to meet your particular 
needs. Once you have done the groundwork in your 
Chapter [see below], please contact Marc, or president 
[mtremblay@wvschools.ca ] and he will connect you 
with a potential speaker.  
 
To access one of our ELL Specialists and bring them to 
your area, please ensure you meet the following 
requirements: 
 You have formed or are in the process of forming a 

Local Specialists Association [LSA] as per the 
outline in the BCTF handbook and in the 
document “Creating your LSA/Support Network” 
[appended to this newsletter]; 

 The group has met and is looking toward next 
steps in their professional development; 

 You have created a meeting time and location, and 
plan to bring some snacks and beverages; 

 You advertised well in advance across your 
district; 

 You have applied to your district Pro-D funds to 
help defray the costs of a bringing a speaker to 
town and applied to BC TESOL for support, 
funding and a speaker. 
 

 

BC TESOL advocates for the engaged inclusion of 
ELL and ESD issues at the BCTF and at the 

Ministry of Education. 
BC TESOL also encourages and supports the 

networking of educators and other organizations 

working with newcomers to English and their 

families. 

 
 

 
 

mailto:mtremblay@wvschools.ca
https://mail.surreyschools.ca/owa/redir.aspx?SURL=ZFwbmHReTccq3Aq0K_6-GUTBfF1MT1YH29qvOhXPMbjhg8AK4gPTCG0AYQBpAGwAdABvADoAbQB0AHIAZQBtAGIAbABhAHkAQAB3AHYAcwBjAGgAbwBvAGwAcwAuAGMAYQA.&URL=mailto%3amtremblay%40wvschools.ca
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Vice President and Webmaster:   
Vicki Schrader teaches ELLs at 

Semiahmoo Secondary in Surrey. 

Educated at UBC, Vicki enjoys 

collaborating with colleagues and 

doing what she can to support other 

teachers of ELLs.  She and Carole 

Davis maintain a website: 
http://secondaryellinsurrey.wordpress.

com/ 

Secretary:  Debbie Gomes has 

been teaching ELL and English in 

Vancouver for 17 years and loves 

all of the different challenges it 

brings each day. She is department 

head of ELL at Eric Hamber 

Secondary and is International 

Student Advisor for VSB as well.  
dgomes@vsb.bc.ca 

 

 

Treasurer:  Analisa Feuz works in 

staff development and student 

support as a District Helping 

Teacher in LST with the Surrey 

School District. Previous to this 

position she taught at the 

elementary and secondary levels. 
feuz_a@sd36.bc.ca 

Member-at-Large:  Kris Hull is now 

the co-creator and teacher of the 

ELL Bridge Program at the Surrey 

School District ELL Welcome 

Centre for new immigrants aged 

13-19 who come from trauma and 

refugee backgrounds. The program 

focuses on basic English skills, 

community exposure and Canadian 

culture. 

 

 

Member-at-Large:     Barbara Mitchell 

first taught in ELL  volunteering at the 

Settlement House in Toronto as a 

teenager and later volunteering in 

Israel and Japan teaching English to 

both Adults and Adolescents. She 

believes drama, music, and art enrich 

and enhance speaking, writing, 

listening, and reading skills in a second 

language. She is presently volunteering 

by organizing and supporting our new 

chapters. 

Member-at-Large:   Beckie Wong.  I 

teach K-7 ELL in District 45. I 

didn't start out as a language 

teacher, but discovered this 

profession aligns with my 

experiences as a bilingual 

immigrant to Canada. I empathize 

with the families I work with, and 

am thankful to work in a field that 

connects me to my roots. 

bwong@sd45.bc.ca 

 

 
 
Notes for ELL   is available through membership in BC 
TESOL and by special arrangement. It is published 
three times a year: in December, February, and May, 
unless the editor is too busy and hence running 
behind.  Contact the editor for specific deadlines at: 
 

Powell_r@surreyschools.ca 
 
Contributors: Most editions of Notes for ESL have a 
theme, but we welcome articles of general interest to 
associated members. Material is submitted to the 
editorial board before being approved for publication. 
Copy may be edited for length, style, and/or clarity, 
possibly without prior notice to authors. Please be 
aware that submissions may be reprinted. 
Copy should be submitted directly to the editor as an 
email attachment, in MSWord, Cambria, 11 font. 
 
Currently we do not accept advertising. 

Member-at-Large:       Liz Seitz is a 

Kelowna middle school teacher 

who has enjoyed extensive 

traveling and plans to continue 

teaching, learning, mentoring and 

enjoying the diverse cultures of the 

world. 

elizabeth.seitz@sd23.bc.ca  

 
 

Member-at-Large/Conference 

Chair:    Sandhya Krishna.  

Namaste! I am an ELL teacher in 

Burnaby.  My passion is to work 

with newcomers to Canada and 

their families.  I look forward to 

supporting an increasing number of 

ELL students in the mainstream 

classroom using the SIOP model. 

SandhyaS.Krishna@sd41.bc.ca 
 

http://secondaryellinsurrey.wordpress.com/
http://secondaryellinsurrey.wordpress.com/
mailto:dgomes@vsb.bc.ca
mailto:feuz_a@sd36.bc.ca
mailto:bwong@sd45.bc.ca
mailto:Powell_r@surreyschools.ca
mailto:elizabeth.seitz@sd23.bc.ca
mailto:SandhyaS.Krishna@sd41.bc.ca
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New to our Executive this year…  

 

 
 

 
 

        

 
Member-at-Large:  

Dereck Imai. 

Dereck works in the Learner 

Support department at James 

Ardiel Elementary school in 

Surrey. He is a strong 

advocate for students and 

has had a long involvement 

with the STA and BCTF. 

imai_d@surreyschools.ca 

Member-at-Large:   Cecilia 

Hansen is a new ELL teacher 

in North Van as well as 

a TTOC for Vancouver and 

North Van. Her curiosity for 

cultures emerged in early 

childhood after immigrating 

from the Philippines. 

chansen@sd44.bc.ca 

cmhansen@vsb.bc.ca  

Member-at-Large:   
Janet Mowatt. 

Janet Mowatt teaches ELL and 

music at Vancouver Technical 

Secondary School in 

Vancouver.  

 

jmowatt@vsb.bc.ca 

 

To ensure that your BC TESOL continues its service to 
teachers and the community at large, there are a number of 

actions you can take. 
 

Get Involved!      It’s easier than you think! 
 

- Maintain your membership 
Membership fees fund the operation of the PSA, the annual 
conference, the Vision Tour, and more.  High membership 
numbers show the BCTF that BC teachers support specialist 
PSAs such as ours and should have a voice at the provincial 
table. 
- Write for the BC TESOL Newsletter 
Share your ideas and your best work with the PSA members 
and the general public.  Submit on the theme or whatever 
else you want to say, to the newsletter editor: 
Powell_r@surreyschools.ca 
- Take a Leading Role - the BC TESOL Executive always 
needs new members 
- Start a Local Specialist Association (LSA) – Chapter 
If you start a PSA Chapter in your BCTF local, your concerns 
will always be on the BC TESOL Executive Committee 
meeting agenda, and space is reserved for you in the 
newsletter.  What’s more, you’ll build local networks to 
support PSA initiatives. 

Please see the BC TESOL Executive list for contact info. 
 
Marc Tremblay 
 

 
 

 

Reconnecting with BC TEAL 

Last year, BC TESOL re-established our formal ties 
with BC TEAL (B.C. Teachers of English as an 
Additional Language). The two organizations have a 
reciprocal agreement where we can attend each 
other’s conferences at discounted prices. BC TEAL is 
the association for adult ELL educators, and they 
support a broad range of the ELL community. As a 
member of BC TESOL, we can become a BC TEAL 
member at the discounted rate of $45 (instead of $65).  
 
Their annual conference is April 28 – 30 at SFU Surrey. 
Please check their website for updates: 
http://www.bcteal.org/ 
 
The BC TESOL Discount Code is: 
QVW3CTYHBPVRGFF 
 
This code will give BC TESOL members 10% off their 
conference registration, regardless of whether they are 
BC TEAL members or not. BC TESOL members who are 
also BC TEAL members get the BC TEAL member rate 
plus the 10% discount. 
 
The discount code needs to be entered during 
registration and it should be cut and pasted without any 
spaces before or after it to work properly. 

mailto:imai_d@surreyschools.ca
mailto:chansen@sd44.bc.ca
mailto:cmhansen@vsb.bc.ca
mailto:jmowatt@vsb.bc.ca
mailto:Powell_r@surreyschools.ca
http://www.bcteal.org/
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Editor’s Introduction   by Ross Powell 

 
February March. These are the months when it’s toughest. Yes, the weather is warming and the sky is brightening, 
and it isn’t dark til the morning bell rings and dark again immediately after the bell to end the day. But these 
months are so far into the race and so far from the finish line. Maybe you’re sick. Again. 
The intention of the newsletter is in a way an effort to address this – there are 
practical strategies here to share: strategies for learners across the age continuum 
and the proficiency continuum.  And lots of games to make everyone smile. Try 
them out.  Hopefully they’ll bring some brightness to you and your learners.  Thanks 
to those who did make submissions. 
 
I’m taking the How Language Works functional linguistics course right now from 
Cathy Humphries. I’m impressed by the way the course looks at language 
development in a systematic and functional way. I can certainly see the course is an 
asset to anyone teaching, and not just ELLs; it’s a great support to instruction of 
reading and writing. There’s lots of reading and learning, and even more late nights 
doing homework. Oh! For more time in the day. 
 
Chin up! 

 

 

Ministry of Education Releases new Planning Tool 
 
The Ministry of Education has developed a tool to facilitate a planning process and to determine the instructional 
support needs of students with ELL needs. Paralleling work undertaken in recent years to create a similar set of 
tools for students with special needs, the ELL Instructional Support Planning Tool is a new, research-based 
approach that can be used as an educational model for instructional and support planning.  The tool is broad, 
focusing on 5 areas: background, prior learning, home language competencies; oral language; writing; reading; and 
Intercultural Competencies  
 
http://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/education-training/k-12/support/diverse-student-needs/english-language-learners 

 

 

The theme of the next Newsletter 
will be : 

 
Starting up a New Year 

 
If you’ve got any practices, stories 

or resources that support the 

theme, please send them along by 

May 15.  

 
Send along your ideas to:  
Powell_r@surreyschools.ca 
 

Out and About – at the BCTF New Teacher Conference  
 
Once again the BCTESOL had an information table at the BCTF New 
Teacher’s Conference. This year the conference was held on the last 
weekend of February, in Richmond. BCTESOL volunteers who 
participated include Kris, Derek, Sandy, Cecilia, and Janet 
 
The Raffle Prize winner for the $50 gift card was Jessa Clarke from 
Salmon Arm.   
 
Thanks to everyone who stopped by the BC TESOL table 
 

 

http://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/education-training/k-12/support/diverse-student-needs/english-language-learners
mailto:Powell_r@surreyschools.ca
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Why Form a PSA Chapter? 

If your district does not have a PSA Chapter [also 
called a Local Specialist Association, LSA] perhaps it is 
time to form one. There are a number of advantages to 
becoming a chapter: 
• It provides your district with a direct link to the PSA 
executive, so you get all the news about what your PSA 
is working on. 
• Your chapter will be asked about your concerns 
before each executive meeting, and these are then 
brought forward for discussion/action. 
• The PSA will give your chapter $100.00 to help 
defray costs of meetings and/or to use for the 
development of a project of your choice. 
• There is also additional funding available for special 
events, mini-conferences, invited speakers, etc. 
 
Recipe for a PSA Chapter 

Ingredients: 
• several eager members (more will be added later) 
• money (at least a little) 
• time and place to meet 
• food and beverages 
 
Procedure: 
1. Find some colleagues that want to support each 
other, share ideas and tips and otherwise talk about 
best practices for their learner groups 
 
2. Apply to the PSA for the Chapter grant to pay for 
food and beverages, as well as incidental expenses 
incurred for the meetings [Note that the majority of 
members of a Chapter must be PSA members.] 
 
3. Find a place to meet; agree on a time 
 
4. Spread the word and try to get as many people 
involved as you can; repeat for each meeting 
 
5. Buy some tasty snacks; be aware of food allergies 
 
6. Plan an engaging activity for your first agenda – 
share a teaching idea, talk about a great resource you 
found, etc. 
 
7. Elect an executive and designate a contact person 
for the PSA to ensure you get input to executive 
meetings and get the latest updates from the 
executive. 
 

8. See where it goes from there. 
 
Now that you have a Chapter, what else can you do? 
Here are some ideas to get you started: 
 
- Connect with your local teachers association 
executive to access local funding for further programs 
or professional development, and/or to seek 
representation on important committees. 
 
- Apply to the PSA for funding of workshops or special 
clinics for professional development in topic areas 
where your Chapter members see a common concern 
or need. 
- Organize events to which teachers are invited to 
learn more about EAL learners and how to support 
them. Exploit your local expertise or ask the PSA for 
assistance in identifying [and funding] potential 
speakers. 
- Stay up-to-date with what is happening elsewhere 
and let your Chapter and your locals know what 
opportunities may be available in terms of 
professional development, learning resources and 
more. 
- Create a website and link it to the PSA website. 
- See where it goes from there . . . 
 
Note: The BCTF Guidebook states that: Local chapters 
"shall be responsible to the PSA about provincial 
matters and to the local teachers' union on local 
matters. Responsibility to the local union on local 
matters is mandatory." (p.50) 
 
BCTF PSA Guidebook explains more about LSAs or 
Chapters starting on page 60 of its guidebook. Access 
it at: 
https://www.bctf.ca/uploadedFiles/Public/PSAs/Guid

ebook/PSAGuideBook.pdf 
 
BC TESOL wants to help you start your local specialist 
association to support each other, feel valued  and to 
better serve your ELL students. 
 
Please contact:  Barbara Mitchell Pollock 
barbaramp60@gmail.com 
  
"Recognition and liberation are simultaneous."  
The Tibetan Book of the Dead 
 

https://www.bctf.ca/uploadedFiles/Public/PSAs/Guidebook/PSAGuideBook.pdf
https://www.bctf.ca/uploadedFiles/Public/PSAs/Guidebook/PSAGuideBook.pdf
mailto:barbaramp60@gmail.com
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Catherine Logan Eddy Scholarship 
 

The Catherine Logan Eddy scholarship has been created to honour one of the long-time ESL educators in 
British Columbia. Before her retirement, Catherine dedicated more than 25 years to ESL pedagogy and 
research, working with both ESL learners and their teachers as mentor, advocate and scholar. 
Purpose: To recognize an immigrant student graduating from a BC Secondary School who has 
combined hard work with school and community involvement, and who wishes to further her/his 
education/training at a tertiary institution in BC. 
 
Let your students know and please encourage them to apply.  
 

Due date: Friday, April 29th, 2016.                     Amount of Scholarship: $1 000.00 
 

New application forms (**throw out any old application forms you may have!) are available at 

http://bctesol.ca/scholarship/ 

 

 

By Marc Tremblay 
Mental health is an area of concern for re-settled 
refugees. Due to the extremely stressful 
circumstances typically associated with their 
departure from their own country and their journey 
to other countries. 

Limited Formal Education 
Refugees often have lived for many years in a country 
with an unstable infrastructure due to extreme 
poverty, war, or disasters. This means that many 
children (and adults) may not have had an 
opportunity to attend school and learn basic skills in 
their own language.  

Lack of Documentation 
Because refugees leave their homes due to crisis, 
they rarely have important documents with them 
that assist them in navigating Canadian culture.  
 
 

 
Refugees may lack birth certificates, vaccination 
records, marriage certificates, and educational 
transcripts. Most of these items are re-created and 
certified through the Canadian government 
resettlement process, but there still may be mistakes.  

Parent Outreach 
As educators we also have an opportunity and a 
responsibility to help refugee parents understand the 
Canadian educational system and how they can best 
help their child succeed.  

Resettlement Challenges 
Though refugees are entitled to a small amount of 
cash assistance upon arrival and are eligible to apply 
for additional time-limited assistance, it is necessary 
for most refugee adults to look for work very soon 
after arrival. Children are enrolled in school, and 
adults are encouraged to take ELL classes to learn 
English. As the family adjusts to their new life, they 

The Blog Lives On  
The blog (Supporting T.A.L.L.) at http://supportingtall.wordpress.com/ was created and has been populated 
and maintained by the tireless and wonderful Sylvia Helmer, and upon her retirement from our PSA Executive, 
she has chosen to keep that project going on her own.  If you would like to contribute to Supporting T.A.L.L. 
contact Sylvia at shelmer@shaw.ca 
 
Meanwhile, Vice President and BC TESOL Webmaster Vicki Schrader has ideas for our website. Keep watching 
http://bctesol.ca/  for news and updates.  

Challenges Faced by Refugees  
 

http://bctesol.ca/scholarship/
http://supportingtall.wordpress.com/
mailto:shelmer@shaw.ca
http://bctesol.ca/
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may decide that there are better opportunities in 
another part of the Canada and relocate to another 
city or province.  

What You Can Do to Support Refugee Students 

Here are some suggestions for steps you and your 
school can take to support refugee students: 

 Determine a "welcome" process for your school 
This will ensure the refugee students and families 
feel welcome when they arrive, and that everyone 
knows what their role will be in enrolling new 
students throughout the year. Be sure to include a 
process of assessment so teachers will have 
consistent information on newly enrolling refugee 
students. 
 
 Learn about your students 
Learn as much as you can about refugee 
students' cultures, and invite students 
to share their knowledge with their 
classmates. 

 Help students and families find 
resources they need 
Develop a list of community resources 
such as food and clothing shelves, 
health care centers, and adult ESL classes. Have the 
information on hand to share at conferences or other 
family events. 

 Get to know the families by having regular 
meetings 
Consider what works best for the families — if they 
live in a concentrated area with a community center 
you may want to hold the meetings in their 
neighbourhood. Be sure to have bilingual support, 
food and childcare. Federal funds can be used to 
provide transportation as well. 

 Remember that students may be under a lot of 
stress 
Even as students appear to adjust, they may be 
worrying about family members in their home 
country, or about difficulties adjusting to the new 
culture and language. Look for signs of stress and 
work with school social workers or counselors and 

the family to develop a plan to help the student 
reduce anxiety.  

 Integrate the students' cultural and country 
information into your weekly classroom routines 
This will help them maintain pride in their country, 
and to help them share information with their peers. 
Teachers can create a "News" corner that contains 
information about the students' home country, or 
have Friday "Music Madness" day and have students 
bring in music to share. 

 Increase exposure to language 
Have simple English phrases and pictures posted 
around the room and the school. 

 Keep students engaged 
Identify appropriate resources and 
support activities to keep the newly 
enrolled students engaged in learning 
even while their English skills are still 
very low. Try to make the learning time 
meaningful (by doing group work with 
other students who speak the same 
language), but not exhausting for the 
student (like writing a summary in 
English). 

 Pair students with trained peers who can serve 
as "buddies" 
Create a school ambassador program with trained 
peers to guide newly enrolled refugee students 
through their first weeks of school. 

 Use age-appropriate materials 
For older students who need to develop initial 
literacy skills, work with other staff members to 
provide age-appropriate materials that allow the 
students to practice their developing skills, without 
requiring them to complete activities designed for 
young children. 
Through increased understanding of the refugee 
experience, teachers will be better able to meet their 
students' needs and be a resource in educating other 
students and adults on the refugee experience, and 
the continuing need for inclusion and support. 

 
 

 

create a "News" corner 
that contains 

information about the 
students' home 

country, or have Friday 
"Music Madness" day 

and have students 
bring in music to share 
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Executive Positions Opening at the Next AGM 
 
BC TESOL is looking for members to fulfill the following positions on next year’s executive. These 
positions will be filled at our next AGM- the October PSA Day Conference: 
 

 President 
 Vice-President 

 Treasurer 
 Members at large 

 
Here is a brief description of each role and responsibilities. 
Tasks for President: 
 

-chairs general and executive meetings 
-sets (with input) agenda for meetings 
-appoints special committees as needed 
-represents PSA to outside groups (or names a substitute) 
-deals with correspondence 
-per capita grant application  
-carries out plans set by previous committees (as appropriate) 
-maintains knowledge of the PSA’s finances 
-reports goals and objectives to BCTF and plans AGM 
-attends executive meetings 

Tasks for Vice-President: -assists president as required 
-keeps on file copies of reports and records for ready reference 
-works with nominations chair 
-in secretary’s absence, assumes those duties 
-chairs conference or finds chair/co-chairs; maintains contact with 
conference committee and supports preparations as needed; reports 
to executive on progress 
-attends executive meetings 

Tasks for Treasurer: -monitors budget 
-submits/completes payment requisitions as needed 
-fulfills all responsibilities as per PSA Guidebook, Section 4: Finance 
-processes checks from conference 
-attends executive meetings 

Tasks for Members at 
Large: 

-attend executive meetings 
-recruit members 
-chair committees as required 
-write/solicit for newsletter 
-promote/distribute conference information 
-assist conference chair 
-take up duties with regard to ongoing projects and representations 

 
The Executive Committee meets face-to-face 3 times a year, and 3 times a year we Skype. Please contact 
our president should you be interested in joining the Executive Committee.  
 
Marc Tremblay 
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Reflection on Conference Keynote Speaker,  Sam Thiara 
 
By S. Krishna, SD41 
It was with great joy and anticipation that I 

invited Sam Thiara to our BCTESOL conference as the 
keynote speaker.  Over the past 10 years, I have gotten 
to know Sam quite well and have listened to him speak 
at numerous events.  Last year, he published his very 
first book called Personal Storytelling.  Using the 
framework of CARPE (Curiosity, Appreciation, 
Reflection, Perspective and Experience), Sam engages 
readers and writers in the art of storytelling.  He uses a 
number of examples from his personal and professional 
life to illustrate the power of storytelling. Through 
storytelling, metaphors and analogy, Sam believes the 
teacher and learner can connect, engage and relate to 
each other.    

Even though, Sam is an educator at the post-
secondary level, many of the students he works with 
are English language learners. When 
delivering his keynote address, Sam 
focused on the conference’s theme of 
“Access, Application and Advocacy”.  He 
posed the question “how can teachers and 
students offer, ask for and receive help 
from each other?”  Many of us realize that 
the primary goal for our ELLs is to 
develop English proficiency as quickly as possible so 
that they may participate in the mainstream program 
and/or community.  We also know adjusting to the 
North American classroom environment, expectations 
and developing academic language takes time.  
However, as students gain access to the system in 
acquiring English skills, the more successful they will 
feel in their pursuits. 

In his presentation, Sam talked about the Johari 
Window as a method for application.  The Johari 
Window is a useful way of understanding ourselves– 

the parts we know about and the parts that are 
unknown.  As we share stories, our disclosure allows us 
to expand our “known self to others”.  In turn, students 
who listen to our stories can perhaps relate to us and 
make personal connections which help them to express 
themselves better in English.  When students have an 
opportunity to join conversation groups or participate 
in various interactions, they have a greater opportunity 
to practice the application of their English language 
skills. 

Finally, with the matter of advocacy for ELLs, 
Sam discussed how students could get support from 
teachers and the community.   As we debunk myths and 
misconceptions about English identifying students and 
international ELLs, we can offer more support and 
advocate for better opportunities for them.  We can also 

advocate for ELLs who may be struggling 
with meeting parental academic 
expectations or pursuing non-academic 
opportunities to gain a more “well-
rounded” experience in an English 
speaking environment. 

In closing, Sam shared not only his 
knowledge as an educator, but the 

experiences of some of his former students.  These 
individuals shared their thoughts and gave us a better 
understanding of some of the needs of our English 
language students.  When we know what ELLs need to 
be successful, then we can plan, teach and advocate for 
them.  Sam’s approach to personal storytelling was 
something special to share that we can use to engage 
and build the confidence of the students in our 
classrooms.  Overall, I am very pleased that we had Sam 
Thiara as our keynote speaker for the BCTESOL 
conference.   

 
 

Be The First to say ‘Welcome’ 
By Kris Hull 
Over the past few months, there has been lots of media 
coverage over the refugees from Syria arriving. I work 
at the Welcome Centre in Surrey, so we are at the front 
lines of receiving these eager new students. They’ve 
had a long and troubled journey, but the overwhelming 
attitude when they get here, is an excitedness to begin 
school and learn in safety. Working with students from 

refugee and trauma backgrounds for the past 10 years, 
I have some simple tips to share on how to make a huge 
difference in making them feel welcomed. These may 
seem small, but even one classroom teacher that 
reaches out can change the entire school experience for 
a newcomer.  
 

Through storytelling, 
metaphors and analogy, 
Sam believes the teacher 
and learner can connect, 

engage and relate to 
each other. 
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Here are some suggestions: 
- Keep an eye out for a new student in your school, be 
the first to welcome and reach out. 
- Be a safe person/classroom for newcomers. Some 
teachers open their classrooms at lunch or offer a safe 
space and can make a world of difference for a lonely 
nervous student.  
- Be sensitive to their past, Google their country’s 
history, learn about what situation they’re coming 
from.  
- Learn a couple sayings and watch how 
excited the students get when you can name 
a landmark or two.   
- Be patient/kind, it makes a huge 
difference! 
- Make connections between their country 
and Canada and watch them light up. 
- Ask them about themselves, take time to 
learn about their culture. 
- Include them in what you’re doing, even if they’re not 
fully there/capable with their language. Maybe they 
could complete a simpler exercise on the same topic the 
rest of the class is doing or just answer a few basic 
questions instead of completing the whole assignment.  
- Give simple versions of class lesson for them to 
match/copy words on, etc.  

 
 
- Create a culture of acceptance and welcoming among 
your students and school. 
- Buddy them up with students to help them orient 
themselves to their new school. 
- Be clear about rules/expectations. Many times we 
take for granted that they’ve never been in an 
environment like our school and just don’t know what 
is and isn’t acceptable.  
- Dual language picture dictionaries/home language 

dictionaries/Google translate are all life 
savers. A picture can really be worth a 
thousand misunderstood words! 
- Support someone in poverty here and 
abroad. Take some of what you’ve been 
blessed with and pass it on to others that 
are not so fortunate. It really helps us 
remember just how much we really have 

here in Canada and it brings us closer and makes more 
real, the situations our students are coming from and 
the realities they face.  

You’d be amazed at how much difference a few small 
gestures can make. You may be the reason that a 
student continues on with school and becomes 
successful in Canada. You might never know until years 
down the road!

Technology in the Classroom or  …  “How Do I Get My Students to Use English??” 
By Vicki Schrader 
In my class, “Turn and Talk” strategies tend not to work 
quite the way they are intended.  One main learning 
objective in an ELL class is to increase fluency in 
English.  The means to do this is to increase students’ 
use of English.  The problem with a Turn & Talk strategy 
is that 90% of my students speak the same language, 
and it’s not English.  So guess which they choose for 
their Turn & Talk?  The strategy fails.   
 
Similarly, I have tried to offer the opportunity for my 
students to speak by outlining clear expectations and 
teaching listening strategies before presentations, and 
then prompting question and comment sessions after 
each presenter.  The problem?  Predictable.  The 
number of students able to speak at a time is one.  The 
others, knowing there won’t be time for them all to 
speak, glaze over, and disengage.  They will probably fill 
in their feedback forms, which a part of me dreads, 
knowing I am the one who will be sorting them all out, 
checking for appropriateness and accountability and 
then collating for the presenter. 
 

I have a solution. 
 
Walk into my class during presentations now and see a 
class of ELL students with their heads down, phones in 
their hands, thumbs typing.  To an outsider, it can look 
terrible.  Look closer. 
 
There is a presenter at the front.  Initially, this student 
was nervous about all the eyes of his - or her - peers 
being on him – or her.  Not now. They’re not looking.  
But they are paying attention - very much so. 
 
Before any of the students got up, we went over all the 
same listening and questioning expectations and 
strategies.  We talked about how to give positive and 
constructive feedback, as usual, for the purpose of 
becoming better learners, collaborators, and English-
speaking communicators.  We talked about what it 
means to be a team, and to have respect and safety 
amongst our team.  Then they each went into their 
Edmodo account and posted “Put my feedback here.” 
 

the overwhelming 
attitude when 

refugees get here is 
an excitedness to 
begin school and 

learn in safety 
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And that’s where every student posted his or her 
feedback to the presenter. 
 
I could see it right away.  I had my app open on my 
phone too.  I could police with a delete, or offer an 
encouraging word in person or digitally right there.  
Some students offered empty praise, “Good job,” but 
they learned with instant direction how to go further.  
They didn’t have to wait for me to sit down later that 
night and discover their shortcuts or shortcomings.  
(Admittedly, there is a bit of a learning curve, but it 
doesn’t take long before even we teachers can figure out 
how to negotiate the balance of the digital and physical 
realms.  They actually work quite well together ) 

 
The presenter also had feedback right away, and 
conversations started as students posed questions 

based on the information they heard, and the 
presenters, now sitting, responded.   
Quickly, another student rises to present, as classmates 
still getting to know each other ask for this one’s name 
and go to find the appropriate, “Put my feedback here” 
post. 
 
Everyone had a voice.  Everyone had to use English.  
Everyone got immediate feedback.  And I have a record 
of it all. 
 
NOTE:  The presentations in this assignment were pre-
recorded interviews.  We used the guidance of 
StoryCorps.org to help us learn about interesting open-
ended questions, how interesting it can be to hear other 
people’s stories, and to value our own stories.  Some 
students recorded within StoryCorps; others opted for 
the less public realm of the voice recorder on their 
phones.  Either way, they worked hard on this and 
learned a lot about pronunciation, recording and re-
recording as they got to know a classmate better.   
 
This amounted to much smoother presentations than 
we’ve had in the past as well.  Students merely plugged 
their phones into the speakers, rather than fiddle-
faddling around on the computer to load USBs or 
otherwise get technology to work.  Students were still 
nervous to present – and hear their own voices! – but in 
many ways, pressure was reduced as the actual 
interview was already done.  
 
We will do this again. 
 
In the March 2015 edition of the BC TESOL newsletter, I 
shared a bit about blogging with ELL students.   This 
speaks to the same philosophy, but uses different tools. 

 

 
New Resource from the National Settlement Program 

LINC (Language Instruction for Newcomers to Canada) LISTN (Language Instruction Support and Training 
Network) and CMAS (Childminding Monitoring and Support)  

 
There is a new resource called "Caring for Syrian Refugee Children: A Program Guide for Welcoming Young 
Children and their Families". Apparently it's not only a great resource for daycare children, but it also features 
excellent applicability for school-age children as well. Here's the link: http://cmascanada.ca/2015/12/12/caring-
for-syrian-refugee-children-a-program-guide-for-welcoming-young-children-and-their-families/ 
 
 Approximately 60% of the Syrian refugees that have arrived in Canada are below the age of 18! Lots and lots of 
school age children.           This from: Shawna Williams, M.Ed. (TESL),     President,  BC 
TEAL      
                                                                  www.bcteal.org       #206 - 640 West Broadway  Vancouver, BC   V5Z 
1G4 
 

http://cmascanada.ca/2015/12/12/caring-for-syrian-refugee-children-a-program-guide-for-welcoming-young-children-and-their-families/
http://cmascanada.ca/2015/12/12/caring-for-syrian-refugee-children-a-program-guide-for-welcoming-young-children-and-their-families/
http://www.bcteal.org/
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A Great Opportunity for our Refugee Students to get Involved. 

CCR Youth Network refugee photo project: Ready, set, launch! 

As part of a joint CCR-Amnesty International refugee awareness 
campaign, the CCR Youth Network is officially launching the 
national youth project to highlight the faces and voices of 
former refugees. 
 
About the project 
• Groups of newcomer youth across Canada will identify and 

photograph local people who came to Canada as 
refugees. They will also interview the people so that the 
photograph can be accompanied by some information on 
how they contribute to Canada and/or what they 
recommend to make refugees feel at home in Canada. 

• The photos and captions will be collected and presented as an 
online gallery on Instagram and may be used for exhibits 
(especially around Refugee Rights Day - April 4) and in 
campaign resources. 

• Project period: Ends April 2016 
 
The project overview is available here. 
• Guidelines Photo Tip Sheet        Interview Tip Sheet 
• Consent forms are available at 

http://ccrweb.ca/en/youth/refugee-photo-project-
participation-guidelines 

 
We are looking for: 
• Newcomer youth from across Canada who want to get involved. 
• Refugee-serving organizations willing to support newcomer youth  participating in this project. 
• Photographers willing to support and mentor participating newcomer youth. 
Join the CCR Youth Network in making Canada a welcoming place for refugees! 
To find out more or to sign up to participate, please contact Jihane El Atifi, Refugee Awareness Campaign 
Coordinator at jelatifi@ccrweb.ca 

Breaking News!  BCTESOL 2016 Conference Update  - PSA DAY 2016 
 
This fall’s annual conference will be held on Friday, October 21 in Burnaby (at press time the committee had not 
decided which of the 2 possible sites they would use). The conference title is "The Changing Faces of the ELL 
Classroom".   With Keynote Speaker Dr. Hetty Roessingh from the University of Calgary.   

Dr. Roessingh was born in Indonesia and immigrated to Canada with her family at a young age. She completed 
her BEd, MA and PhD at the University of Calgary between 1968 and 1996, and taught English as a second 
language at the high school level until 2000, when she joined the Faculty of Education at U of C. 

Dr. Roessingh’s research focuses on the role of vocabulary and reading in the longitudinal academic outcomes of 
English as a second language (or, more currently, English language learners: ELLs) learners K – 12 and into 
university. Curriculum, materials design, and the development and use of online vocabulary profiling tools are 
among the current funded research projects. Her research interests include second language acquisition, second 
language teaching and learning, literacy, early childhood education, and English for academic purposes 
curriculum design. (From http://werklund.ucalgary.ca/educ_info/profiles/hetty-roessingh) 

Stepping Up     from 
http://www.morguefile.com/creative/quicksandala 

 

http://ccrweb.ca/en/youth/refugee-photo-project-participation-guidelines
http://ccrweb.ca/en/youth/refugee-photo-project-participation-guidelines
http://ccrweb.ca/en/youth/refugee-photo-project-participation-guidelines
http://ccrweb.ca/en/youth/refugee-photo-project-participation-guidelines
mailto:jelatifi@ccrweb.ca
http://werklund.ucalgary.ca/educ_info/profiles/hetty-roessingh
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Practical Stuff 

Reading Textbooks and Academic Text 
ELLs at all levels of proficiency need explicit instruction 
to develop comprehension of text.  Along with the skills 
identified in the proficient reader research, our 
students need to know how books work. No matter 
how long a student has or has not been in school, every 
year the content and sources become more challenging: 
the ‘grade level’ target keeps moving. 
 
Teaching how a Text Book or Website ‘works’. 
Introduce students to the elements of their textbooks 
and sites and how these elements can be used: 
Cover/Home Page offers some key information. Where 
do you find the Author’s name or names? What exactly 
is a Table of Contents or site map? Is there a Glossary at 
the back, at each chapter, or are some 
words ‘hot linked’ so the student can 
search as needed? Some texts have 
Appendices. What are they? 
Show students examples of these elements 
in their own books and important web 
sites, and ask them questions that check 
their comprehension of the differences 
between these tools. They should know how to answer 
questions like these: 
 
 “I want to know which chapter is about dolphins. 

Where should I look for that information?” 
 “I want to learn about Pacific white-sided dolphin. 

How can I find that information?” 
 “I need to know what ‘dorsal’ means. Where can I find 

the definition?” 

This link is to a page from ReadWriteThink.org. Your 
students can use it (or you can adapt it to a Canadian 
resource!) to learn about the differences between the 
elements in non-fiction texts and websites. 
http://www.readwritethink.org/files/resources/lesso
n_images/lesson98/text_chart.pdf 

Reading Text Book Chapters. Narratives are (usually) 
read top to bottom/front to back, depending on the 
length. Non-Fiction texts, however, are not. Once 
students have learned about the parts of a textbook, 
teach them how to use the ‘text features’ usually found 
in text books, such as: Titles, Chapter objectives, 
Headings and subheadings, Vocabulary lists, Bold print 
(key vocabulary in context), Captions, Side bars, Maps, 

Graphs (Circle, pie, bar, picto-gram, etc.), Pictures, 
Bullets, Review questions, Quizzes 

Model to your students through a ‘think aloud’ how you 
use examples of these elements, and talk about their 
function. What is the difference between a graph and a 
picture? What is the difference between a bullet point 
and a bold heading? Help students understand how 
these elements are used to organize text and to 
highlight important information.  
 
Reading the text itself. Once the text features have been 
scanned and considered, then the students will set off 
to read and make sense of what is often complex 
written text. It’s new content and since every genre has 
unique structures that may also challenge your 

learners, you need to teach these 
structures too.  One way to teach your 
students how different genres are 
organized it to is prepare a partially 
filled in outline for a few sections of 
text which students can then fill in with 
headings and subheadings, main ideas 
and supporting details, or whatever 

features of meaning and organization that define the 
genre. Pick the sample text carefully, as some academic 
text defies typical patterns, and prepare the partial 
outline carefully. It has to follow the meaning given in 
the specific passage (a generic outline or graphic 
organizer might confuse your students at first, as it 
won’t necessarily fit the sample text and therefore 
won’t teach the students what you intend to teach 
about the genre’s structures). 
 

 
 
 

It’s new content and since 
every genre has unique 

structures that may also 
challenge your learners, 
you need to teach these 

structures too. 

http://www.readwritethink.org/files/resources/lesson_images/lesson98/text_chart.pdf
http://www.readwritethink.org/files/resources/lesson_images/lesson98/text_chart.pdf
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Word Sorts 
If you haven’t heard of word sorts, you’re missing a 
good thing. Word sorts foster vocabulary development, 
oral language development, thinking, and writing. 
 
Closed Word Sort: Provide a list of related words, either 
related phonetically, grammatically or from a unit of 
study. For this activity, it’s best if the students know 
almost all of the words. Students discuss in pairs or 
small groups so they know meanings to all the words. 
Students then place words into groups under the 
correct heading.   
Open Word Sorts: Same as above, but the students 
decide on the categories and they give each group a  
 

 
 
heading (it could be a word you’ve given them in the 
sort, or a word they think of). The words can then be 
used in writing.  
I type the words onto a sheet of paper, cut them up and 
put them into envelopes so each pair or small group 
gets its own set. I think the students think and discuss 
more as they move the words around on their tables 
than if the sorting words are written up on the 
whiteboard. 
Words Their Way for ELLs has done some planning and 
organizing for you. It’s got a great pre-assessment tool, 
then a differentiated program to support the language 
development of each of your students

 
Word Order in Nominal Groups.  Word Order. You know what ‘sounds right’, but do you know the rule? 
 
I like…            or         I want…        or        I saw…. 

Pointer Numerative Describer(s) Classifier(s) Thing(s) Qualifier(s) 
Which one(s) 

are we 
pointing to? 

How much 
or how 
many? 

What is it like? What kind is it? Thing (s) -  
Who or 
what? 

Which one in particular? 

  More than one? 
Organize them 

from more 
subjective to less 

subjective 

More than one? 
Organize them 

from most specific 
to more general, 

with the most 
general term next 

to the thing.  

  

 
that  

  
old, brown 

 
leather 

 
armchair 

 
next to the low table 

 
a 

 
 

 
short, black 

 
swivel-head 

desk 

 
lamp 

 
draped over with a sock 

 
 

those 
 

 
3 

 
large, shabby 

 
overnight 

 
bags 

 
that he took with him 

everywhere 
* these examples inspired by, if not quoted directly from, Roald Dahl’s story The Hutt. 
 
If the students have enough vocabulary and you’ve taught them qualifiers to describe pictures, then 
project a picture and have students brainstorm descriptive words and phrases that fit into each cell. 
** plan these lessons carefully, as many strings don’t fit this pattern. Only long noun groups do. 
This from Developing Ways of Representing Our Experiences, by John Polias. 2014. Government of South 
Australia, Department of Education and Child Development 
 
My Vocabulary Page. (over on p. 16) Research suggests it takes around 12 exposures to a word before a 
learner understands it completely. On the next page is one way to facilitate those repeated exposures. 
After an initial learning of a word, which will likely be teacher directed, the students can return to the 
word and reuse it in different contexts and later with affixes. The emphasis is on revisiting and using the 
word and others with the same root in sentences. Students can share their new words with peers who can 
ask them questions about meanings, again, offering another exposure to the word on the way to 
understanding. 
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My Dictionary       New Word    __________________________________ 
Where I saw the word. (Write the sentence and the source) 
 
 
 
 

Key Characteristics/ 
description/simile/metaphor 
It’s like… 

Draw a picture or two 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Personal Understanding. (Use the word in new sentences from your life or about a story or topic– in 
whatever language you want) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
New word with an affix in a sentence: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Opposites/non-examples/ Antonyms 
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FROM HTTP://WWW.EPICURIOUS.COM/RECIPES/FOOD/VIEWS/MY-FAVORITE-FALAFEL-231755 

 

INGREDIENTS 

 1 cup dried chickpeas 

 1/2 large onion, roughly chopped (about 1 

cup) 

 2 tablespoons finely chopped fresh parsley 

 2 tablespoons finely chopped fresh cilantro 

 1 teaspoon salt 

 1/2-1 teaspoon dried hot red pepper 

 5 cloves of garlic, chopped fine. 

 1 teaspoon cumin 

 1 teaspoon baking powder 

 4-6 tablespoons flour 

 Soybean or vegetable oil for frying 

 Chopped tomato for garnish 

 Diced onion for garnish 

 Diced green bell pepper for garnish 

 Tahina sauce 

 Fresh Pita bread 

 

 

 

PREPARATION 

1. Put the chickpeas in a large bowl and add 
enough cold water to cover them by at least 2 
inches. Let soak overnight, then drain. Or use 
canned chickpeas, drained. 

2. Place the drained, uncooked chickpeas and the 
onions in the bowl of a food processor fitted with 
a steel blade. Add the parsley, cilantro, salt, hot 
pepper, garlic, and cumin. Process until blended 
but not pureed. 

3. Sprinkle in the baking powder and 4 tablespoons 
of the flour, and pulse. You want to add enough 
bulgur or flour so that the dough forms a small 
ball and no longer sticks to your hands. Turn into 
a bowl and refrigerate, covered, for several 
hours. 

4. Form the chickpea mixture into balls about the 
size of walnuts, or use a falafel scoop, available 
in Middle-Eastern markets. 

5. Heat 3 inches of oil to 375 degrees in a deep pot 
or wok and fry 1 ball to test. If it falls apart, add a 
little flour. Then fry about 6 balls at once for a 
few minutes on each side, or until golden brown. 
Drain on paper towels. Stuff half a pita with 
falafel balls, chopped tomatoes, onion, green 
pepper, and pickled turnips. Drizzle with tahina 
thinned with water. 

NOTE: Egyptians, and my friend George, omit the 

Seasonal Recipe – Falafel 

Very healthy, and there are many adaptations 

you can make to the basic recipe. Check out 

the garlic content! 

 
If we weren’t meant to have midnight snacks, why is there a light in the refrigerator? 

http://www.epicurious.com/recipes/food/views/my-favorite-falafel-231755
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cilantro and substitute fava beans for the chickpeas. 

 

 
 

Language Games, Laughter and Learning,  
By Vicki McCarthy, PhD 

“Life is more fun if you play games”.  Roald Dahl 

 
Why play games? 
Using games to encourage language learning in the classroom serves two main purposes: 
 Laughter: Most games involve groups of language learners and their collaboration in a relaxed situation 

provides the right climate for making mistakes and laughing together as students practice to learn the English 
language. We learn from making mistakes and if we can laugh at our mistakes together we will feel not feel 
embarrassed.  

 Learning: Games that involve each student having one part of the answer encourage team building. Games also 
offer fun ways to practice oral language and thinking, build vocabulary and memory, learning how to put words 
together to form sentences, and offer practice at asking and answering questions and sharing ideas. 
Games can be adapted in various ways to suit any grade and a wide array of language learning 
abilities.   

 
How to Organize a Game for Language Learning 
 
The following steps will help teachers of English language learners to formulate a plan for organizing 
games in the classroom.  

 Decide on a grouping – pairs, small group, 
larger group, whole class.  

 Prepare your materials. 
 Demonstrate and model what to do to 

complete the game. 

 Organize groups and distribute materials. 
 Complete the Game. 
 Talk About It. 
 Create a new game for next time. 

This framework has been used here as an example of how to develop lessons with games. 
 
Five Games to Get You Started . . . 
 
What am I? (Barrier Game) 

 Decide on a grouping. This game will have students working in pairs – pair by ability or across ability 
groups – your choice depending upon whether you want beginners to practice on their own or if you want a 
more advanced language learner to model language for the beginner.  

 Prepare your materials. You will need a number of cards the size of index 
cards organized around a theme or a topic..  For example, the cards could 
have pictures of objects found in a classroom or of animals for beginners. 
Each of the two partners has a different object or animal. Game is not done 
until both are discovered or the first one to discover the others object wins 
– your choice. 

Beginners in English will 
enjoy games with 

concrete objects and 
pictures. Keep the 

written language to a 
minimum and focus on 

getting learners to try to 
use oral language. 
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 Demonstrate and model what to do to complete the game. Students use oral language to try to find out 
what object or animal the partner has by asking closed questions. For example: Is it large? Is it larger than a 
chair? Do we put things in it? Is the inside cold? Is there ice inside it? And so on . . . . You can either give a 
list of specific questions students are allowed to ask by writing them on chart paper, a smart board or a 
chalk board or you can teach the students what closed sentences are and encourage them to ask whichever 
ones they wish. 
 
 
 

 Organize groups and distribute materials.  Have students number off in twos (number 1, 2; one, two etc.) 
Each person receives one card and cannot share it with anyone. Students stand back to back and ask 
questions. 

 Complete the Game. The game is done when both cards are identified by the 
students working back to back.  

 Talk About It. At the end of the game discuss what happened with the 
students and encourage them to share their thoughts and ideas for using 
closed questions in English. 

 Create a new game for next time. Students can also be encouraged to create 
their own games for the next lesson or to add to free time activities. 

 
What’s in the box? (Barrier Game) 

 Decide on a grouping. This game will have students working in fours – group by ability or across ability 
groups – your choice depending upon whether you want beginners to practice on their own or if you want a 
more advanced language learners to model language.  

 Prepare your materials. You will need one box the size of a shoe box or smaller for each group of four.  The 
box should contain one object and needs to be sealed so it cannot be opened. 

 Demonstrate and model what to do to complete the game.  Students use oral language to try to find out 
what is in the box by asking closed questions. For example: Is it as big as an eraser? Is it smaller than a 
book? Is it heavy? Is it an orange colour? Does everyone have one? And so on . . . . You can either give a list 
of specific questions students are allowed to ask by writing them on chart paper, a smart board or a chalk 
board or you can teach the students what closed sentences are and encourage them to ask whichever ones 
they wish. 

 Organize groups and distribute materials. Have students number off in 
fours (number 1, 2 3, 4; one, two, three four etc.) Each group of four finds a 
location in the room and takes their box to this location. 

 Complete the Game. One person is in charge of the box and answers 
questions. This can be an older student, a volunteer or one of the four students in 
the group. Students take turns asking questions to try to discover what is in the 
box. The game is done when they discover the hidden object, open the box and 
check it out.  

 Talk About It. At the end of the game ask students how they decided 
which questions to ask and how some of the answers directed them toward new and more specific 
questions.  Encourage students to share their feelings and thoughts about the activity and the language they 
were using. 

 Create a new game for next time.  Have students brainstorm ideas for what to put in the box another time. 
Or, have each group make a new box to be used in the classroom another time. 

 
Draw/Illustrate What You Hear 

 Decide on a grouping. This game will have students working in threes – grouping here is best in mixed 
language ability groups. 

More advanced 
language learners 
will have greater 
interest in objects 
and pictures that 

have increased 
complexity. 

Most games involve 
groups of language 
learners and their 
collaboration in a 
relaxed situation 
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 Prepare your materials. Each group will need a sheet of chart paper and crayons, felt pens or pastels. The 
teacher will need something to read that describes an object, and animal, a scene, an event or part of a 
story. Start simple and work toward greater complexity in terms of the task over time. 

 Demonstrate and model what to do to complete the game.  Read a sentence describing an object. 
Demonstrate on the board how to think about and decide what to draw as the illustration. Explain how the 
students will do this in groups. Encourage students to take risks and go for it! There are no right answers.  

 Organize groups and distribute materials. Have students number off in fours (number 1, 2 3, 4; one, two, 
three four etc.) Each group of four finds a location in the room and takes their box to this location. 

 Complete the Game. Teachers read the passage slowly and stop frequently to let students draw and 
illustrate what they hear.  At the end of the passage read it again and let students add detail. Then give the 
group a few minutes to decide how to describe their illustration to the class.  The game is over when each 
group presents their illustration or drawing to the class.  Display the drawings for everyone to see how 
they all thought differently about what they heard; language is contextual. 

 Talk About It. At the end of the game ask students how they felt about 
making a presentation to a class. Discuss ways that the class can help 
students feel more comfortable on the spot in a classroom. Have students 
brainstorm ideas for ways they could make people feel more welcome when 
they are presenting ideas in a new language. 

 Create a new game for next time.  Have each group find something in the 
library or in a book that they think would be good for the teacher to read for 
a similar activity.  
 

Find Your Opposite 
 Decide on a grouping. This game will have students working in pairs – grouping here is best in mixed 

language ability groups. 
 Prepare your materials. Each group will need one of two photographs that represents its opposite. For 

instance, one pair will receive a photograph of swimming in the heat on a summer vacation, while another 
group receives a photograph of snow and winter skiing. Or one group receives a picture of something sweet 
while another receives a picture of something sour. Or one group receives a picture of a baby while another 
has a picture of an elder. 

 Demonstrate and model what to do to complete the game.   Explain what the word opposite means. Give 
examples: hot, cold; sour, sweet; happy, sad; criminal, police officer, etc. Tell students that they are to move 
around the room as a pair asking other students closed questions in an effort to find their opposite 
photograph. 

 Organize groups and distribute materials. Have students number off in 
twos to form pairs.  Hand each pair a photograph. Be sure to distribute an 
equal number of opposites. 

 Complete the Game. Have each pair of students find a space in the 
room and look at their photograph for detail.  Ask them to think about what 
the opposite of the photograph might be. Ring a bell and give student pairs 
five minutes to circulate and ask questions to find their opposite.  When they 
find the opposite all four students sit down. The game is over when everyone 
is seated and or when the five minutes is up – add time if needed. 

 Talk About It. Have a discussion about why students think knowing 
about opposites can be helpful for language learning.   

 Create a new game for next time.  Have each pair bring two objects to 
class that are opposites for the next game.  Make sure they keep them a secret 
from the other students until the class plays the game. 

 
Order And Tell A Story 

As students become 
more adept at playing 
language games, they 
quickly take control of 
their own learning and 

communicate more 
willingly with their 
peers and teachers. 

Games also offer fun 
ways to practice oral 

language and thinking, 
build vocabulary and 

memory, learning how to 
put words together to 

form sentences, and offer 
practice at asking and 

answering questions and 
sharing ideas. 
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1. Decide on a grouping. This game will have students working in fours – group by ability or across ability 
groups – your choice depending upon whether you want beginners to practice on their own or if you want a 
more advanced language learners to challenge ideas and add to the language used by the group.  

2. Prepare your materials. You will a cartoon strip or a story sequence cut into segments. Mix up the segments 
– they should be out of order and placed in an envelope. 

3. Demonstrate and model what to do to complete the game.  Show students how to empty the contents of the 
envelope, examine the picture/story segments and sort them into a logical order. Then provide them with a 
list of transition words to help them organize the story (First, Second, Third, Next, Then, Last) Model how 
to use the words to tell a story. 

 Organize groups and distribute materials. Have students number off in fours (number 1, 2 3, 4; one, two, 
three four etc.) Each group of four finds a location in the room and receives an envelope with a story or 
cartoon sequence to sort. 

 Complete the Game. The students empty the envelope and sort the story into the sequence they think 
works.  Then they decide on a way to share the story orally using the transition words to help them. After a 
reasonable period of time, ask the groups to tell their story either to the whole class or to another group of 
four. 
  

 Talk About It. Ask students to share how they think transition words help with storytelling. See if they can 
think of other ways to use transition words to support learning. 

 Create a new game for next time.  Have students find transition words in magazines, books or in other 
places and bring them to school to share with the other students in the class. 

 
Suit the Game to the Learner 
Beginners in English will enjoy games with concrete objects and pictures. Keep the written language to a 
minimum and focus on getting learners to try to use oral language. 
 
More advanced language learners will have greater interest in objects and pictures that have increased 
complexity. Advanced language learners will enjoy playing games that are more abstract with less reliance on 
visuals and concrete objects in favour of descriptive words, sentences and paragraphs. 
 
Benefits of Language Games for Students 
Games help shift the emphasis in the classroom from the teacher to the student. As students become more adept 
at playing language games, they quickly take control of their own learning and communicate more willingly with 
their peers and teachers. This keeps learning challenging and fun. 

 
Vicki McCarthy is a Past President of the PSA, has worked   in the Vancouver school district as an ELL resource & classroom Teacher, ELL Consultant, and a 
Principal. She has developed curricula, planned and led professional learning activities, written widely and taught university courses. 
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